Math Library Help Sessions

Goal of the Program:
To provide a program of assistance to students in honors and other proof based math courses, i.e. Honors Calc I/II, Honors Algebra I/II, Intro to Math Reasoning, and Linear Algebra (regular majors).

Schedule:
Sessions will be held on a walk-in basis Sundays through Thursdays from 7:00-9:00pm in the Math Bunker (the walled off section in the Math Library).
Sundays: Austin Rodgers – arodgers@nd.edu
Mondays: Trevor Sprouse – tsprouse@nd.edu
Tuesdays: Matthew Hagarty – mhtagarty@nd.edu; Benjamin Gunning – Benjamin.T.Gunning.2@nd.edu
Wednesdays: Tallis Bowers – Tallis.E.Bowers.31@nd.edu; Andrew Jena – Andrew.J.Jena.5@nd.edu
Thursdays: Andrew Jena – Andrew.J.Jena.5@nd.edu

Any questions regarding scheduling, or setting up additional help outside of these sessions can be directed to Austin Rodgers via email at arodgers@nd.edu.